
   

Good morning Year 1.  

 

Wednesday already. Thank you for your lovely photographs.  Keep looking on the 

website and see if you can spot them. 

 

Spelling 

We’re going to refresh our memories with some more Year 1 key words. Remember - 

these words cannot be sounded out – we just have to learn them. 

Copy these words 5 times – try folding your paper so that you're not copying your 

previous attempt 

was 

is 

his 

has 

I 

 

Write these sentences and fill in the missing word. 

 

My sister……..dark hair. 

…………have two cats. 

This is …………..coat. 

What ………..your name? 

I ………….late yesterday. 

 

 

Now write your own sentences using  

1.  was   2. I     3. is    4. has   5. His 

 

Phonics 

 Don’t forget to catch the phonics lessons 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP_FbjYUP_UtldV2K_-niWw/videos?app=desktop 

Lessons are uploaded at: Reception 10.00, Year 1 10.30, and blending 11.00.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Fens 

We’re going to look at life in the Fens and farming  

Long ago the Fens were marshy and damp. Before the Fens were drained, they were an 

unhealthy place to live. Mists, fogs and repeated flooding meant that most people 

suffered from the fen ague, or fen malaria. It caused intense pain in the limbs, 

shivering and burning fever. Ancient remedies, made from herbs and other surprising, 

but readily available ingredients, could be obtained from the local Wise Woman. The 

Wise Woman would suggest cures we cannot find at the doctors or pharmacist today! 

Some things were eaten, placed on the skin or had to buried in the garden to work. Eels 

were also thought to possess mysterious and healing properties and were widely used in 

cures  

Maths 

Draw this table and draw the shapes in the correct space.  Can you think of any 

more shapes to add? 

 

If you want a challenge draw another table and do the same with shapes that can 

split into quarters (4 equal pieces) 



 

This is a cure for  

A BROKEN TOE 

Take the: spiders web from inside a 

shed 

And mix it with: skin from a freshly 

caught eel 

Then add: Fenland reeds collected at 

midnight 

Take the cure by: Mixing it together 

and swallowing  

Repeat for:  Two weeks, every 

morning and night 

Make a traditional Wise Woman’s Cure 

As they did not have doctors a long time ago, people in the Fens would visit the local Wise 

Woman to get cures for illnesses and accidents.  The Wise Woman would suggest cures we 

cannot get from the doctors or pharmacists today! Some things were eaten, placed on the 

skin or had to be buried in the back garden to work! What would you include in your cure? 

Choose an illness or injury and write your own cure. Remember the ingredients were natural 

and could be eaten, placed on the skin or buried in the garden! 

Have fun and make sure you send those cures to us! 



Hacw 

Lulu decided she would hide in 

the bushes. She is very 

cheeky today. 
 

Humphrey is taking the 

opportunity to play on the 

cars outside. He feels a little 

bit lonely without you all in 

school. 

Have a great day and don’t forget to keep sending those lovely photographs in showing us your 

amazing work. 

 

Mrs Morris and Mrs Turrell 

 

6th May 2020 

admin@cavalryprimaryschool.org 


